Student Internship Experience

October 31, 2006, Tuesday, 12:30 PM – 1:45 PM
Coach House 101 B

Speaker: Homer Gallego
Topic: The Direct Response System

Homer, a graduating computer science senior, will share his internship experience from June 8, 2006 to October 18, 2006 as an internee with the CoreMedia System, Inc.

Homer will not only describe the functionality and the purposes of the new web-based marketing system that he is involved in its development, he will also share with you his intensive real-world programming experience with the Visual Pro and its many software development tools. In addition, Homer will address important issues such as how to work effectively as a team member and how to prepare for the rigor and challenge from the types work he has experienced in the industry.

Before attending William Paterson, Homer served in the military for two years as an observer for The Multinational Force and Observers in the Sinai Peninsula, neutral territory with borders to Israel and Egypt. He obtained a technical certificate in Analog/Digital Electronics from American Schools in Miami, FL. He earned the CompTIA A+ certification and an Associate in Applied Sciences in Computer Programming and Systems at LaGuardia Community College in NY. He has worked as a computer technician for over 5 years, and is currently employed as junior database programmer. He is also a proud father to a big 5 year old boy.

For further information, please contact Dr. Erh-Wen Hu (ext. 2196), hue@wpunj.edu or Dr. Cyril S. Ku (ext. 3719), kuc@wpunj.edu.